
 Dr. Mickie Swisher, Associate
Professor of Sustainable Agriculture in
the Department of Family Youth and
Community Sciences (FYCS) and
Director of the Center for Sustainable
and Organic Food Systems is always
on the hunt for a solution. Swisher is
passionate about the land, andher
background and expertise provide a
strong foundation for her work. She
has a Ph.D. from the University of
Florida with a focus in geography. As a
professor, researcher, and science
communicator, Swisher is most
interested in finding answers and
implementing solutions to support
farmers. 

Swisher enjoys traveling around the
world and plans to continue to
investiagte agricultural issues and
assist in providing solutions and
answers for as long as possible. She
hopes her work has a lasting impact
and said,"You know the quote that
says if you do something you love you
never work a day in your life? That's
me." To learn more about Dr.
Swisher’s research visit
https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/topic_a12012
550

SWISHER'S JOURNEY THROUGH RESEARCH
By: Genaveve Henson & Megan Winfree

By working in research and
extension, Swisher discovered her
love of educating and informing
others about social issues within
agriculture. Her path led her to
become a professor in FYCS in the
College of Agricultural and Life
Sciences (CALS) at the University of 

I AM A SOCIAL
SCIENTIST IN SERVICE

OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENTISTS.

 “show me the evidence”. Her new
research project compares organic
and conventional strawberries and has
created findings such as a rare pest
that she is excited about following.
When asked if there was anything that
she felt needed to be said to the
public about issues facing the industry,
her response was, “I hope people
understand the sense of urgency of
getting really good answers out to
people quickly”.

Florida (UF). Even with diverse teaching
and research interests, Swisher never
felt a need to leave UF and FYCS, as her
department is extremely accepting of
her unique work. 

Through her role as an associate
professor, Swisher presents research
techniques and guidelines to graduate
students to help them make more
scientifically sound decisions. Swisher
stresses the complexity of the research
process to her students. She constantly
cautions her students that she is
uninterested in only listening to their
opinions, but rather she is deeply
interested in learning about their
scientific conclusions. 
 
 
Swisher's most recent published article
on the UF Electronic Data Information
Source (EDIS) concludes food security
in the community and UF/IFAS
Extensions aiding role . This  touches
on the Cooperative Extension Service
helping build the gap between the
consumer and producer through
education. Through Extension and
resarch Swisher also examines impacts
of misinformation in the agricultural
industry. When she is asked negative
questions or hears common
misconceptions about current
practices, her response is always 
 


